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“This is
good, not
overdone.”
— Dr. Kally Papantoniou
head and upper lip to fix her
previously “gummy smile.”
New York-area plastic surgeon Dr. Steve Fallek — who
also doesn’t treat the star
— agrees, saying Eva looks
like she’s using Botox all
over. He believes it’s most
obvious around her mouth,
giving her current look a
“thumbs-up.” The petite
beauty was asked recently if she would ever consider going under the knife. “I
am not opposed to surgery,
or whatever is going to be
available,” she responded.
“Sign me up!”
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now
forehead

Botox has elevated
Eva’s eyebrows and
made her forehead
smoother, says Dr. Lyle
Back (who is not her doc).
“Cost is $750 every
three to four months,”
he explains.

nose

“Her nose has
definitely been done,”
says Dr. Fallek, citing the
thinner bridge, improved
definition and higher
tip. Expect to pay
$8K to $10K for
rhinoplasty.

cheeks

The actress is
using filler in her
cheeks, believes Dr.
Fallek, who cautions
against using any more or
“she’ll get the chipmunk
look.” Price tag: $1.5K
every six months.

SKIN

Dr. Papantoniou
thinks that Eva’s
tighter skin is likely from
a nonsurgical lift like
Ulthera. The procedure
ranges from $3.5K to
$5K every two to
three years.

Eva’s Youthful Glow

getty (2)

inding love w ith
third husba nd
José Antonio Bastón
(they married in May)
looks good on Eva Longoria. She looks so good, in
fact, that experts suspect
she’s making some trips to
the doctor for some light
maintenance. “She looks
as good as she did 15 years
ago,” marvels cosmetic
dermatologist Dr. Kally Papantoniou, who does not
treat the 41-year-old Desperate Housewives alum.
Dr. Papantoniou says it’s
likely Eva is getting dermal fillers injected into her
cheeks and tear troughs
(aka under-eye circles),
along with Botox in the fore-
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